
          
   
                            

 

 

Fair Political Practices Commission 
Contribution Limits: City and County Candidates1

 

 
 

      
 

  

  
  

     
 

 

    
 

     
  

  

 

     

Introduction 

Pursuant to Assembly Bill 571 (Stats. 2019, Ch. 556, AB 571 Mullin), beginning January 1, 2021 a 
state campaign contribution limit will by default apply to city and county candidates when the city or 
county has not already enacted a contribution limit on such candidates. Along with the new campaign 
contribution limit, there are also other related provisions that formerly applied only to state level 
candidates that will now apply to city and county candidates. Please note that none of the provisions of 
AB 571 discussed in this fact sheet apply to candidates in cities or counties for which the city or county 
has enacted campaign contribution limits. 

Contribution limits can be found in Regulation 18545(a)2 and on the FPPC website’s FPPC Regulations 
page. The default limit for contributions to city and county candidates subject to AB 571 for 2021-2022 
is set at $4,900 per election. 

Other Provisions Affecting City and County Candidates 

Several other provisions will now apply to city and county candidates in jurisdictions that have not 
enacted campaign contribution limits, including the following: 

 

 
      

   
 

  
 

 
   

 
  

 
 

    
  

   
   

  

• A candidate may not make a contribution over the AB 571 limit to another candidate in jurisdictions
subject to the AB 571 limit with limited
exceptions related to recall elections, legal defense funds and candidate-controlled ballot measure
committees. (See Regulation 18535 for more information.)

• A candidate that has qualified as a committee must establish a separate controlled committee and
campaign bank account for each specific
office. Candidates may not re-designate a committee for one election for another election.

• Candidates may transfer non-surplus campaign funds from one candidate-controlled
committee to another committee controlled by the same candidate for a different office if the
committee receiving the transfer is for an elective state, county or city office. However,
contributions transferred must be attributed and transferred using the “last in, first out” or “first in,
first out” accounting method and shall not exceed the applicable contribution limit per contributor. If
a candidate is seeking to transfer campaign funds from one controlled committee to another for the
same office a candidate may carry over non-surplus campaign funds raised in connection with one
election to pay for campaign expenditures incurred in connection with a subsequent election for
the same office without attributing or using the “last in, first out” or “first in, first out” accounting
method. (See Regulation 18536 for more information on the transfer and attribution of
contributions and See Regulation 18537.1 for more information on carryover of contributions.)1

• Candidates may not personally loan to a candidate’s campaign an amount for which the
outstanding balance exceeds $100,000. “Campaign” includes both the primary and general, or
special and special runoff, elections. However, a candidate may loan each committee for a
different office or term of office up to$100,000. A candidate may not charge interest on any such
loan the candidate made to the candidate’s campaign. (See Regulation 18530.8 for more
information.)
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• Candidates may establish a committee to oppose the qualification of a recall measure and the recall
election when the candidate receives a notice of intent to recall. Campaign funds raised to oppose
the qualification of a recall measure and/or the recall election would not be subject to any campaign
contribution limit under the Act. (See Regulation 18531.5 for more information.)

• A candidate for local office may open a candidate-controlled general purpose ballot measure
committee to oppose or support a measure being voted on. The committee must identify on its
campaign statements and reports each measure for which an expenditure of $100 or more is made.
(See Regulations 18421.8 and 18521.5 for more information.)

• Contributions after the date of the election may be accepted to the extent contributions do not
exceed net debts outstanding from the election, and contributions do not otherwise exceed
applicable contribution limits for that election. (See Regulation 18531.64 for more information.)

• Candidates are permitted to raise contributions for a general election before the primary election
and may establish separate campaign contribution accounts for the primary and general so long as
candidates set aside contributions and use them for the general or special general election as
raised. If the candidate is defeated in the primary election or otherwise withdraws from the general
election, the general election funds must be refunded to contributors less any expenses associated
with the raising and administration of the general election contributions. (See Regulation 18531.2
for more information.)

• Candidates that are currently in office that are running for reelection to the same seat in an election
after January 1, 2021 may carry over campaign funds without attribution as mentioned above.
Candidates running for a different office also do not need to do LIFO FIFO or attribution for the
election immediately subsequent to the election prior to 2021 for which the money was raised.

• Candidates must disclose cumulative totals of contributions received or made for each election on
campaign statements. (See Regulation 18421.4 for more information.)
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1 This fact sheet is informational only and contains only highlights of selected provisions of the 
law. It does not carry the weight of the law. For further information, consult the Political Reform Act and its 
corresponding regulations, advice letters, and opinions. 

2 The Political Reform Act is contained in Government Code Sections 81000 through 91014. All 
statutory references are to the Government Code, unless otherwise indicated. The regulations of the Fair 
Political Practices Commission are contained in Sections 18110 through 18997 of Title 2 of the California 
Code of Regulations. All regulatory references are to Title 2, Division 6 of the California Code of 
Regulations, unless otherwise indicated.1 
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